Actuators

Mechanical and hydraulic applications

Mechanical and hydraulic actuators have to function properly to insure optimum paper machine performance.

Your OEM source for Beloit equipment

Valmet is your OEM source for all mechanical and hydraulic actuators supplied on Beloit paper machines. Actuators are used to control many different and critical operating functions throughout the machine. If an actuator fails, or doesn’t perform properly, it can seriously affect machine product quality and productivity.

Valmet’s OEM guarantee

Don’t be caught without that important actuator. To insure that you have spare units available at a moment’s notice, Valmet offers the service of a machine audit to identify actuator usage, with recommendations for inventory control.

Valmet’s OEM service is a guarantee that an order for a replacement mechanical actuator will be identified correctly, it will fit properly in its mountings and will function as intended. Feel secure knowing that you have the right actuator.

Your Valmet representative will help you identify the specific parts used on your machine.

Typical Applications

- **Headbox** - slice lip adjust, slice opening, slice set back and headbox pivot
- **Forming Section** - stretch and return rolls, component and framework positioning / cantilevering
- **Press** - suction pickup rolls, felt stretchers, adjustable felt rolls, ENP blanket rolls, beam and felt lifts / cantilevering
- **Dryer Section** - felt stretchers and pivoting rolls
- **Coater / Size Press** - head positioning, load and stops, baffle and gap adjustments, roll and pan positioning

For more information, contact your local Valmet office. www.valmet.com
valmet.com/solutionfinder, e-mail: paper.service@valmet.com
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